Influence of membrane Ig receptor density and affinity on B cell signaling by antigen. Implications for affinity maturation.
We have initiated a series of experiments to explore the effect of changes in density of the surface Ig receptor (mIg) on Ag:mIg interactions. We transfected into the surface Ig-negative B cell line M12.4 H and L chain constructs known to effect a 10-fold change in antibody binding affinity for the naturally occurring hapten phosphocholine (PC). Two sets of stable transfectants were generated and those expressing levels of mIg comparable to the range normally seen on splenic B cells were studied. One set expressed an unmutated VH and an unmutated VL. The second set expressed the same pair of V regions except for a single somatic change in CDR3 of VH; this substitution increases the affinity of antibody for PC from 3 x 10(4) M-1 to 3 x 10(5) M-1. Ag:mIg interactions were assessed in the transfected cell lines by measuring calcium mobilization induced by stimulation with soluble PC Ag. As expected, the mutation that increased affinity for PC increased the sensitivity of transfectants to PC Ag. Relatively small changes in receptor number had a dramatic effect in the quantity and quality of a calcium response. Significantly, we found that Ag-specific signaling could occur with only a few thousand receptors per cell. Signaling differences were most noticeable with PC protein Ag (T-dependent form) compared with PC polysaccharide Ag (T-independent form). These results suggest that the down-regulation of mIg that follows B cell activation may have evolved to assist in the selection of B cell clones with higher affinity for Ag. Furthermore, the results also provide an explanation for why selection of higher affinity clones can occur with protein Ag but only poorly so with polymeric Ag.